
VISIT PAULMITCHELLPRO.COM FOR FORMULATION 
INSIGHTS AND HOW-TOS!

TRUSTED PERFORMANCE.  BRILLIANT RESULTS. 

1.  Brush through texture first to stretch the hair,  
    making application and sectioning easier.  
    Segment into four parts. 

2.  Apply Formula 1 to the base in ¼" sections.

    TIP: When looking for a brighter, blonder end result 
            in the front, begin at the front hairline. If the  
            nape is significantly darker or resistant, begin  
            application in the back.

3.  Process to a level 9 and rinse well. Shampoo  
     with Color Protect® Post Color Shampoo and  
     condition with Forever Blonde® Conditioner.

1.  Place Formula 1 at the base to give a deeper, beigey  
    root, and leave out the front hairline. Once applied to  
    the root on each subsection, apply Formula 2 from the  
    application line down through the ends. Be sure to  
    slightly blend the two for a seamless color melt.

TIP:  For curly textures like Devyn’s hair, apply Formula 1  
        at the base and Formula 2 at the mids and ends at  
        the same time for better manageability. For straighter  
        textures, apply at the base all over, then revisit with  
        Formula 2 for mids and ends.

2. Once applied all over, apply Formula 2 to the remaining     
    hairline sections for a brighter result around the face.  
    Process for 25 minutes and rinse well. Shampoo with  
    Color Protect® Post Color Shampoo and condition. 

ARTIST: DONNA MIZELL

Formula 1:  
the color XG® 8NB (8/07) 1 oz. (30 g/ml) + 
10 volume Paul Mitchell® Cream  
Developer 1 oz. (30 g/ml)

Formula 2:  
the color XG® 10NB (10/07) 1 oz. (30 g/ml) + 
10 volume Paul Mitchell® Cream  
Developer 1 oz. (30 g/ml)

Formula 1:  
SynchroLift® 1 scoop +  
20 volume Paul Mitchell® Cream  
Developer 2 oz. (60 g/ml)
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